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ISSUE K: Airfields 
The flat landscape of the District lent itself to several RAF air bases during the 
Second World War.  Despite existing and previous uses, some have fallen in 
to decline and are classed as Greenfield sites.   There is an opportunity to 
reassess the roles and function of these sites and re-allocate them for use to 
bring them in line with the strategic vision in the Core Strategy.   
 
Only Church Fenton remains operational with the RAF, albeit in a training and 
emergency landing role.  Sherburn has a small flying club and surrounded by 
industrial use, while Burn has a gliding club and an elapsed permission for a 
scientific research facility.   
 
However, Acaster Selby is partially within Selby District and partially in York 
City Council area, and has been used by agricultural operations and to dump 
spoil.  Riccall has been partially used as an industrial estate, and partially left 
to return to nature on Skipwith Common. 
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ISSUE K1: Church Fenton  
 

OPTIONS 
1. Maintain the flying, OR 
2. Develop a specialist industry hub for flying-related industry and 

business, OR 
3. Leisure/recreational use, OR 
4. Restore the land to nature, OR 
5. Other uses?  

 
ISSUE K2: Sherburn 
 

OPTIONS 
1. Do nothing as it is in reasonable economic use already, OR 
2. Allocate land for additional facilities to permit the airstrip’s leisure 

and commercial role to expand, OR 
3. Other options? 

 
ISSUE K3: Riccall 
 

OPTIONS 
1. Continue to let the airstrip revert to nature, OR 
2. allocate land for commercial uses, OR 
3. Other options? 

 
ISSUE K4: Burn 
 

OPTIONS 
1. Do nothing – continue using the strip for gliding, OR 
2. Allocate for further leisure/recreation use, OR 
3. Safeguard the land for a potential bypass (subject to ISSUE I4) 
4. Other options? 

 
ISSUE K5: Acaster Selby (southern part is within Selby District) 
 

OPTIONS 
1. Do nothing – continue to allow the airstrip to revert to nature, OR 
2. Allocate for leisure/recreational use, OR 
3. Other options? 
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